
to the 3 star superior Hotel Restaurant Elbebrücke

Enjoy comfort & relaxation in our 

100 modern designed rooms in Vockerode. 

Also barrier-free and bookable as a family flat!

Welcome

New Opening

SPRING
2024



STOPOVER, REFUEL,

TAKE A VACATION

At our place, you are always welcome to feel at home. The 3-star Superior Hotel Restaurant 

Elbebrücke extends a warm welcome to you! Are you traveling alone or as a couple? Bringing 

the whole family? Need barrier-free access to the bathroom and toilet? 

We have thought of everything to make your stay perfect.



E-BIKES

FOR YOUR STAY

We are located in the heart of a biking region. The well-developed Elbe Cycle Route from the Czech 

Republic to the North Sea is right at our doorstep. The fl at terrain and the largely untouched, 

idyllic fl oodplain landscape of the UNESCO Middle Elbe Biosphere Reserve practically call out to 

be explored by bike.

Of course, you can also rent bicycles and e-bikes from us – for half a day, a full day, or for the 

duration of your stay. We can also provide some children‘s bikes. If you bring your own bikes, you 

can store them in our cellar at no extra charge. We have tools available for minor repairs. And if 

you‘re using e-bikes: charging facilities for the batteries are also available.

EXPLORE THE 

WORLD HERITAGE REGION

Whether on a brief visit or a short vacation, discover what makes us so special.

Our hotel is located in the heart of the UNESCO Middle Elbe Biosphere Reserve and the World 

Heritage Region of Anhalt-Dessau-Wittenberg. With the World Heritage Card, you get free 

or discounted access to many attractions. For example, to the historic Garden Kingdom of 

Dessau-Wörlitz. Or to numerous sights and museums in the Bauhaus city of Dessau-Roßlau 

and the historic Lutherstadt Wittenberg. Also to the open-air museum Ferropolis, the „City of 

Iron“. And much more – a total of over 125 attractions with one card!

The World Heritage Card for the Anhalt-Dessau-Wittenberg region is available at our hotel!



CULINARY DELIGHTS

IN OUR RESTAURANT

EXPERIENCE HISTORY 

ANEW

Our house has a unique history: It was once 

the apprentice dormitory of the largest green-

house complex in East Germany. We have 

lovingly renovated it and reopened it as a hotel 

with a personal touch and 100 comfortable 

rooms. On the ground fl oor, you will fi nd our 

reception and our „living room,“ which is open 

to all guests.

In our newly built restaurant, Elbebrücke, 

designed in „industrial chic,“ we serve breakfast 

and dinner. Everyone is warmly welcome here: 

hotel guests, locals, and those who 

spontaneously exit the highway or dismount 

their bicycles. We look forward to seeing you!

MEETINGS & CELEBRATIONS?

ABSOLUTELY!

Celebrate Festively? Host Meetings? Invite your loved ones, colleagues, and business partners to 

join us. Our Elbebrücke restaurant is the ideal location for your large or small event.

From the selection of food and beverages to table and room decorations, we are more than happy 

to accommodate your desires and ideas. Whether it‘s a relaxed brunch or an elegant dinner, a cock-

tail party, or a small conference with a business lunch: we make everything possible. A top-notch 

sound system and a professional projector with screen are available for your use (additional equip-

ment upon request). And we are happy to leverage our contacts with DJs, musicians, and more for 

your event. Call us or write to us. We are happy to put together more information for you.

+49 (0)34905 999020 info@hotel-elbebruecke.de
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Where is Vockerode?

CULTURE & NATURE

EXPLORE THE SURROUND AREA

Ferropolis: 18 km

Elberadweg Wittenberg-Wörlitz: 24 km

Lutherstadt Wittenberg: 30 km

Biosphärenreservat Mittelelbe: 4 km

UNESCO Gartenreich Dessau-Wörlitz: 7 km

Schloss Oranienbaum: 10 km

Bauhaus Dessau: 12 km

Towards Berlin

Towards Leipzig

A9



WHAT SETS US APART

Hotel · Restaurant Elbebrücke GmbH

Walderseeer Straße 37

06785 Vockerode

CONTACT

bike friendly

(rental & repair)

culinary 

(restaurant with 

breakfast & dinner)

family friendly 

& barrier-free

unspoilt nature in the 

UNESCO biosphere

reserve Middle Elbe

OUR ENVIRONMENT

pure history in the 

Lutherstadt Wittenberg

on the trail of architecture: 

Bauhaus city of Dessau


